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EST POWDER ROCKER

Rockered tip and tail combined with flat camber underfoot provides the ultimate
in smooth, pivotable powder turning with unmatched float.

EST FREERIDE ROCKER

Fore body rocker and extra tip-taper combine to create EST for optimized float
in the soft stuff. Positive camber under foot with no tail rocker ensures these
skis stay on rails when carving is the priority.
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EST ALL MTN ROCKER

Rocker is paired with tapered sidecuts both tip and tail provide flotation in
soft snow as well as forgiveness in turn shape. Camber underfoot maintains
edge-hold on the hard pack.

AR NOSE ROCKER

A Traditional sidecut is paired with tip rocker and standard camber for easier
turn initiation without compromising edge hold.
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AR FREESTYLE ROCKER

Rockered tips and tails are combined with positive camber under foot to allow
the ski to charge with ease through unpredictable snow and maintain a solid
carve when asked to do so. Turn the whole mountain into your playground.

POSITIVE CAMBER

Traditional camber engages the tip and tail of the ski throughout the turn
shape, enhancing ease of entry into, and exiting the turn, for the ultimate in a
solid edge hold.

CARUBA CORE

Our lightest wood species creates the best up-hill feel while retaining the power
and dampness required in descending the gnarliest of terrain. This core makes
no concessions in performance in its quest to be ultra-light.

HYBRID CARUBA CORE

A combination of lightweight woods and full-length hardwood stringers, the
Hybrid Caruba core creates the ultimate in weight savings, agility and maneuverability without sacrificing security or dampness.

POPLAR ASH CORE

Lightweight Poplar is combined with higher density full-length Ash stringers to
create an impossibly lively ski that has all the power needed for boosting to
new elevations.

POPLAR CORE

Stability, power and ease are paramount in this 100% Poplar wood core. For
those looking for predictability and smoothness the Poplar core delivers in all
snow conditions.

INJECTZONE CORE

Consistency is king with this composite injection core, guaranteeing every ski is
identical to the next with feel and performance.

2.0 Impact Edge When weight savings are needed but 1.7 cannot be used, the 2.0 Impact edge is the go-to for maintaining ski stiffness while reducing weight
2.2 Impact Edge Heat treated and built to avoid excess weight while maintain durability,
this edge gives the best balance of durability and feel of our whole collection
2.4 Impact Edge Oversized edge used specifically for demanding rental and demo
environments, this edge maintains the lifetime of a ski
2.5 Impact Edge Oversized and specially heat treated, this edge is built to resist impact
damage in the most demanding situations

Taper Tops A slow and meticulous process of 3D milling of our wood-cores adds up
to increased performance in faster edge-to-edge and more forgiving feel.
Weight around the perimeter of the skis is reduced for a more maneuverable and livelier ski. A thickened profile down the center of the ski retains
torsional rigidity and flexural stiffness for powering through turns or
untracked stashes. Ski longer, harder thanks to Taper Top technology.
TI binding dampenerBelow the binding, a sandwich of rubber, Titanal and finally more
rubber work to dampen vibration that otherwise chatters into your
boots and shortens your day. Ski bell-to-bell thanks to the damping
provided by our Ti binding dampener.

Titanal This blend of Zinc Aluminum acts as the shock absorber inside the
ski, quieting bumps and chatter to give unparalleled stability and
confidence at all speeds. When a little extra weight is acceptable
we apply 2 full length, full width sheets of Titanal.

CK Struts Carbon and Kevlar stringers used in the tip and/ or tail to add pop
and extend life.
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Comp Base Sintered UHMW polyethylene with added carbon aids in speed
and durability on snow.
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1.7 Impact Edge Light and strong, these heat-treated edges effect the feel of the ski
minimally to ensure a snappy, lightweight feel for the skis.

Adaptive Mesh A variable angle weave optimizes vibration damping along the
length of the ski to make the ski more damp, stable and tough
without adding weight. In the ends of the ski, the weave runs nearly
tip-to-tail, filtering chatter and tip bounce. Underfoot, the weave runs
nearly side-to-side, filtering vibration introduced through the edges
either by ice, bumps and crud. Without additional weight, Adaptive
mesh provides a smoother ride.
Intelligrid Innegra Mesh laid with carbon absorbs vibration in the ski tip to
smooth the ride and adds kick to gas the ride

Smear Tech A uniquely 3D Beveled base in the tip and tail creates a unique feel
in all snow conditions. Less likely to catch in crud, self-centering in
deep snow and un-catchable on take-offs, Smear Tech lets you float
effortlessly whether sliding forwards, backwards, left or right

Laminate Matrix A directional layering of fiberglass dictates the flex pattern and
torsional rigidity to create the ultimate in quick response, forgiving
and lively skis.

Carbon Stringers Used either full length or in specific locations, specially placed
Carbon stringers add pop and stiffness without adding weight or
thickness.
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